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There is a garden outside the Kashmir Gate at Delhi known
to the English nursemaids and the ayahs, and to the children
who are taken there to play. The Indian students at the colleges
and schools know it too for there they resort—a sprinkling of
them—on bicycle or on foot, to walk to and fro book in hand or
to lie extended on the grass deep in some unsolved problem,
For the rest, except for a few Indian passers by who use the
garden as a short cut to the banks of the Jumna, it is unfre-
quented. It may be that in summer its shade is sought and
refuge found in its groves of stately trees from the fierceness of
the cruel sun.
The main part of the Qadsia garden which faces the wide
road of the Cantonments is like the open park-land of some far-
away English country-seat, green  paddock gently undulating
where the humped sacred Hindu cattle graze in peace.    It is
planted with well-spaced specimen trees and beyond, nearer the
river, with avenues and groves.    There the winter sun can
scarcely penetrate.   But they are not our trees, the giant Ficus,
the Poinciana with its delicate leaves, the (Jrcvillea, the Palms
and the rest.   Nor are the shrubs our shrubs, for great bushes of
scarlet-crimson Bouganvillea, the most brilliant and beautiful of
all its many varieties, stretch their long branches, flaming with
colour, far above the masses of Durantha and Poinscttia and a
multitude of other flowering shrubs*   It is January and the winter
nights of Delhi are cold, but Antirrhinum and Arctotis, Salvia
and Sweet Peas and Cosmos and Phlox are showing their
first gay flowers in the borders.   On an open lawn arc beds of
roses, each bed a variety and-a colour to itself, a galaxy of beauty,
Here and there a giant bamboo sends up its shoots skyward like
a cluster of rockets till, growth outdoing strength, the budding
points bend to earth again in graceful curves, forty feet or more
above the ground.
But the Qadsia garden does not depend on nature alone for
its attraction for there stand within its limits the stately ruin of
a great gateway and the deserted sanctuary of a lonely mosque.
The domes are cracked and broken and much of the decorated
coping has fallen. At one spot the portion of an archway,
suspended in mid-air, tells of other arcades that have long since
disappeared. Often the plaster has peeled from the walls,

